In this work we present experimental results of the gravity-driven discharge of poppy seeds from 21 3D-printed silos. The velocity fields of the flowing poppy seeds are measured using Magnetic Reso- 
INTRODUCTION

37
Granular matter is well known to behave in A. The system is loaded from above. the seeds flow through the largest pipe #1. into the more narrow pipe #2. through the test silo section, and out through pipe #3. B. A close up of the test silo section. 
In the above continuity and momentum equa- viscosity is defined as 
301 with µ 1 , µ 2 , and I 0 parameters. The variable
302
I is the granular inertial number and is defined 303
305 where d is the particle diameter and ρ p is the 306 solid particle density.
307
In our axisymmetric numerical model we ap- 
III. RESULTS
350
MRI Experimental Results
351
The results of the phase encoded velocity 
369
The most immediate observation from Figure   370 3 is that for each silo we have a different flow 371 regime. In the 30
• silo we observe mass flow.
372
The particles in the silo at every location are 373 in motion, with a possible small exception at 374 the transition from the cone to the cylindrical 375 section. In the 50
• silo we observe funnel flow.
376
There is a region of flow in the center of the be directly compared to the experimental data.
490
As previously mentioned, the volumetric flow the agreement is satisfying.
528
As a further test, in Figure 8 we plot the nor- analysis on the numerical model parameters.
593
To quantify the "goodness of fit" of the nu- text (see Table I ) the least squares slopes were 
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